
EDUCATION 
KITS

Look inside for education 
kits that cover Big Ideas! 

Richmond Museum

Book an education kit and bring the thrill of a 
museum field trip into your classroom

P Unique artefacts 
P Rare primary sources 
P Exciting lesson plans

Education kits 
make inquiry 
learning fun!

Book your education kit online at:
www.richmondmuseum.ca/education-kits 

Booking Details

• $50 per 3-week loan
• Loans begin on Mondays and end on Fridays
• Pick-up and drop-off from Richmond Cultural Centre, 

7700 Minoru Gate

CONTACT
Richmond Museum

Richmond Museum 
604-247-8334 

museumed@richmond.ca 



EDUCATION KIT DESCRIPTION SOCIAL STUDIES | BIG IDEAS

From Far and Wide Compare and contrast over 100 cultural objects to 
understand how people from different cultures eat 
and celebrate, play and dress.

Our communities are diverse.

People from diverse cultures and societies share some common experiences 
and aspects of life.

Mudflatters Discover how immigration and multiculturalism 
shaped Richmond’s early history through the stories 
and objects of these Richmond pioneers: 
- Hugh McRoberts  -   Otokichi Murakami
- Joseph Steves  -   Asayo Imamoto
- Charles London  -   Chung Ling Lam

People from diverse cultures and societies share some common experiences 
and aspects of life.

British Columbia followed a unique path in becoming a part of Canada.

Immigration and multiculturalism continue to shape Canadian society and identity.

Musqueam – People 
of the River Grass 
in Richmond

Explore the significance of fishing for the Musqueam 
First Nation through objects and materials specially 
created and assembled for this kit.

Indigenous societies throughout the world value the well-being of the self, the land, 
spirits, and ancestors.

The pursuit of valuable natural resources has played a key role in changing the land, 
people, and communities of Canada.

The Cutting Edge Use historical objects to identify the positive and 
negative aspects of the continuities and changes of 
communications technology.

Media sources can both positively and negatively affect our understanding of important 
events and issues.

Knocking on Rich 
Man’s Gate 

Explore the changing nature of Canadian immigration 
through two board games that simulate the varied 
experiences of early Chinese immigrants.

British Columbia followed a unique path in becoming a part of Canada.

Immigration and multiculturalism continue to shape Canadian society and identity.

Canada’s policies and treatment of minority peoples have negative and positive legacies.

Immigration Expand students’ understanding of immigration by 
examining intriguing objects and exclusive documents 
that will spark lively discussion about the process of 
immigration.

Immigration and multiculturalism continue to shape Canadian society and identity.

Canada’s policies and treatment of minority peoples have negative and positive legacies.

The Internment 
Years

Analyse primary sources to develop a more 
comprehensive understanding of the forced removal 
of Japanese Canadians from Richmond.

Canada’s policies and treatment of minority peoples have negative and positive legacies.

Japan Through 
the Senses

Deepen your understanding of how Japanese 
Canadians have shaped Canadian society and 
identity through exclusive stories from the Richmond 
community.

Immigration and multiculturalism continue 
to shape Canadian society and identity.

Our Journeys Here Use historical inquiry skills to analyze the oral histories 
of six Richmond newcomers to determine how their 
stories shape Richmond’s story.

Immigration and multiculturalism continue 
to shape Canadian society and identity.
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VISIT 
richmondmuseum.ca/
education-kits 
to download the teacher’s 
guide to find out what’s 
inside each kit.


